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An intuitive audio synthesizer for direct playback and composition. Easy to use and open to play, with modulator-based effects to create sounds quickly. Accessible parameters, easy editing, and audio mixing. BTW, it's been a while since I last wrote a piece on the Phonox audio synthesizer, and there's a lot of things to cover in that. Let's start with a brief introduction to the plugin and its characteristics.
Phonox: Since this plugin has been discontinued by the developer and is not supported anymore, the good news is that you can still install it for free. Of course, it won't function without the included synth engine, but it will work fine as a standalone application, able to control a host VST. I recommend it as a sound design tool because of its unique quality of being full-fledged virtual synthesizer without

the need to know anything about how they work. You get a multitimbral instrument with user-friendly interface. It comes in 2 parts: the VST engine and the plugin. The user interface is freely customizable, with a wide range of controls and a panel for displaying settings, samples, and grids. It also comes with a MIDI device to control parameters and a plugin for audio routing to other hosts, and it
supports both VST and AU. What I like about it is the self-modulation approach, with modulators being associated to all virtual knobs. It also has a dedicated oscillator, sequencer, and more. If you need to design audio tracks with a bit of user-friendly ease, Phonox is a good choice. BTW, it's been a while since I last wrote a piece on the Phonox audio synthesizer, and there's a lot of things to cover in
that. Let's start with a brief introduction to the plugin and its characteristics. Phonox: Since this plugin has been discontinued by the developer and is not supported anymore, the good news is that you can still install it for free. Of course, it won't function without the included synth engine, but it will work fine as a standalone application, able to control a host VST. I recommend it as a sound design tool

because of its unique quality of being full-fledged virtual synthesizer without the need to know anything about how they work. You get a multitimbral instrument with user-friendly interface. It comes in 2 parts: the VST engine and the plugin. The
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What's New In Phonec2?

The first thing to be noticed with Phonec2 is its unconventional approach for the use of visual components. It is not that the application is devoid of visual parts, but the preference to have everything in the same panel is a clear indication of its primary intent. Not only the various options are visible, but also functions. There are not really dedicated functions, or areas where each function has its dedicated
elements, but everything can be used at the same time. A good illustration is the modulator: you can use it to modulate different tones, as a divider, or as a modulator by bouncing between different samples. The few small buttons that let you toggle the parameter values are hidden behind the main patch you’re playing. The panel features some convenient elements. You can create new patches by loading
module files via the panel’s file browser. The original interface includes a play and stop button, and a single preset button. These are both hidden behind a green bar that appears at the bottom of the panel. Useful functions are visible on the left side, which includes the drop-down menus for the global settings, and the section where you define a new preset. The latter is the most intuitive part of the
application. A new preset is just a text file that contains a series of parameters, the changes being applied to the currently playing sound. More presets can be created by copying the parameters of an already existing preset, or by using one of the included patches. What’s more interesting is the way the various settings are handled. There are no dedicated fields for most of them, so you need to use the
configuration panel that shows up when you click on the current parameter. That panel is an extremely useful feature that lets you change the settings interactively. It’s also a good way to experiment with the various options. Features: VSTPlugin-enabled. Module files for both 32 and 64-bit VST3 hosts (such as VSTHost, Visualstudio.com, GSound). System Requirements: The application needs
VSTHost, an audio plugin host. It can be downloaded here. It’s free to download and use. Installation: Load the module file inside VSTHost. Setup: VSTHost is not a stand-alone application. You need to install it in your host to get Phonec2 working. Support: Phonec2 is developed by the same people who write VSTHost. The source code of Phonec2 is available as well. Questions: See also: VSTHost
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7/8/8.1/10, 64-bit processor - 4GB RAM - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 / AMD Radeon HD 7770 / Intel HD4000 series - 2GB VRAM - OpenGL 3.3 compatible - Sony Move motion sensor - 4 USB ports with keyboard and mouse - Windows Vista 32-bit with 32-bit DirectX, OpenGL 2.0 compatible - AMD Radeon HD 5000 series or Intel G45 chipset with 2GB VRAM - 8 GB of
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